
Thank you so much Shawn for teaching, guiding and 

encouraging us, and helping to create community 

between us. What an amazing experience. I hope to 

take classes with you again!     —AR

I feel very strongly that the synergy we experienced 

in Shawn’s class allowed me to dig deeper and create 

better work. That is the best kind of class to be in, 

where we learned so much not only from Shawn 

(who is awesome) but also from each other. A great 

experience all the way around!     —KJ

Thanks for your weekly emails...it is so good to be in 

a class with a teacher who really cares and is enor-

mously helpful, and yet low key and respectful of us. 

Thanks so much. It was indeed a great class.    —JG

Thank you so much for such a great experience, 

Shawn! I learned so much and look forward to stay-

ing connected.    —FR

It was indeed a great class...and our assemblage 

endeavors are fascinating...deep deep deep. Thanks 

to all and especially Shawn.    —MG

I don’t think I would have finished this class with any 

teacher other than Shawn. And having all of you gen-

erous, insightful women giving your commentary and 

feedback was a very positive experience. I’m proud 

of myself for going through the process and grateful 

to all of you for sharing the experience.    —MM

I want to thank you for taking us on a little journey 

these past 10 weeks. I made myself crazy, but I see 

myself revisiting each project.      —MW

Shawn provided information which is not available 

in texts. Her expertise with choice of materials and 

methods for fastening/attaching/permanently joining 

these often unorthodox materials is invaluable. Her 

aesthetic is open, yet sophisticated. Her class is a 

great way to recapture the creative spark through a 

myriad of 2D and 3D assemblage. She is a delightful, 

generous, sensitive and energetic teacher with much 

to share!    —SM

Thanks, Shawn! So glad you are teaching this class. 

You’re teaching us so much...it’s terrific – and so are 

you!     —CM 

You have been a wonderful teacher with great insight, 

experience and instruction.    —LG

Thanks so much Shawn for being such a great 

teacher and facilitator of our art making! This is a 

wonderful class! I love the pace – fast, and yet we’ll 

be able to come out with some cool projects, lots of 

tools and resources, and inspiration!    —AR

Thanks Shawn, I appreciate all the great info! I’m all 

inspired…    —KJ

Looking forward to next term!    —VB
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